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　スミスの主著『国富論』のフルタイトルは『諸国民の富の性質と諸原因の研究（An Inquiry into the 
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Abstract
　The causes of wealth are central topics in Adam Smith’s masterpiece, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of 
Wealth of Nations, popularly known simply as, Wealth of Nations. However, to date, not enough research has been 
done to explain what Smith thought the causes of wealth were or how many causes there were. This paper compares 
the theoretical structures in Wealth of Nations with Lectures on Jurisprudence, which is the prototype of Wealth of 
Nations. 
　The cause of opulence and four causes of slow progress of opulence described in Lectures on Jurisprudence were 
refi ned and developed into the fi ve causes of wealth argued in Wealth of Nations. The fi ve causes are: division of 
labour, capital accumulation, property rights, free trade, and civil government. Smith explains these fi ve causes in 
each book of Wealth of Nations. It should be noted that the descriptive method employed in Wealth of Nations is very 
similar to that of Smith’s fi rst book, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, in which Smith describes the four sources of 
moral sentiments in each part of the book. 
